
Class Schedule - Thursday 27 January 2021

Classroom 10.00AM 10.30AM 11.00AM 11.30AM 12.00PM 12.30PM 1.00PM 1.30PM

GICS 
Classroom

1

Class Day 1 sale a-Bration! Is here!
Exploring the 

Rosebud stamp 
set

Applique Table Runner with Flair
French General 

Project 1
Learn to Love 

Ruler Work

Tutor
Teresa Brown
Stampin’ Up!

Cathy Heenan
Eclectic Images

Pauline Rogers
Pauline’s Quilters World

Margaret Kirkby
Logan’s 

Patchwork

Karla Gerome
 The Grace 
Company

Claim your free 
access to watch 

classes live. 

Click here: 
gics.craftalive.com.

au/classroom

Teresa will be using the Awesome 
Otters Sale a-Bration! stamp set (*free 

stamp set with $90 order)
and the amazing Give it a whirl Die.

https://teresabrownstamping.stamp-
inup.net/

See some of the 
different looks, 

combinations & 
effects you can 
create with the 
Eclectic Images 
Rosebud stamp 

set.

A project designed to teach a lot of 
different skills and techniques, a great 
way to start or improve your quilting 
journey. Learn about raw edge ma-
chine applique, to making delightful 
fine bias and machine quilting. Using 
the Oval Mandorla templates, and a 
touch of personal creativity, you will 
be amazed at what you can create.

 Create an ele-
gant table runner, 

using the ev-
er-popular French 

General prints 
and the classic 

eight-pointed star 
block. Composi-
tion & variations 

covered. Kit.

During this class 
you’ll be learning 
easy, simple tech-
niques to “RULE” 
your ruler work! 

We’ll stitch in the 
ditch, use circle 
templates, and 

most importantly 
learn ruler safety.

Classroom 2.00PM 2.30PM 3.00PM 3.30PM 4.00PM 4.30PM 5.00PM 5.30PM

GICS 
Classroom 

1

Class
Pocket Pals 

- Patty Possum

Rosebud - 
Shaded & 
Stencilled

Introduction to 
Shibori

Free Motion Quilting School Holiday Fun

Tutor
Mary Grant

Little MG
Cathy Heenan

Eclectic Images
Alison & Shuji

Wabi-Sabi
Angela Bradbury

Sew Bright Apline Quilting
Teresa Brown
Stampin’ Up!

Missed a class? 
Catch-up in the 

GICS-VIdeo Library.

Subscribe today: 
gics.craftalive.com.

au/classroom

A needle felting 
technique to cre-
ate a mini Aussie 
friend suitable for 
use as a brooch, 

stitched to 
clothing as a 3D 

embellishment, as 
a decoration for 

a card. Kit.

Use the softness of 
Versamagic Chalk 
inks to both build 
up the layers of 

the Rosebud & to 
create the sten-
cilled & stamped 

background.

Shibori is a won-
derful traditional 
Japanese craft 

that lets you 
create stunning 

designs on fabric 
with a whole 

range of clever 
techniques.

Be guided as Angela shows you how 
to use free motion quilting to turn 
panels into individual works of art. 

Even if you haven’t tried free motion 
quilting before, Angela will show you 
how easy it is to create a quilted art 

work using the gorgeous Chris Riley Art 
panels. Kit.

Today Teresa is sharing a cute card 
making idea for you and your kids. 
Using Stellar Birthday stamp set and 

the give it a whirl Die. 

Don’t forget to head over to Teresa 
Blog for more information.

T imes shown as AEDT (Sydney t ime) equivalent to +2hr Auckland = -8hr New York = -11hr London

Access to the classrooms is via the event website: gics.craftalive.com.au



Class Schedule - Fr iday 28 January 2021

Classroom 10.00AM 10.30AM 11.00AM 11.30AM 12.00PM 12.30PM 1.00PM 1.30PM

GICS 
Classroom

1

Class Hello Lady Bug and Punch
Wispy Rosebud 

Collage
Quilt As You Go Layer Cake Quilt

Episode 1
French General 

Project 2
Falling Stars and 

Pinwheels

Tutor
Teresa Brown
Stampin’ Up!

Cathy Heenan
Eclectic Images

Pauline Rogers
Pauline’s Quilters World

Margaret Kirkby
Logan’s 

Patchwork

Karla Gerome
 The Grace 
Company

Claim your free 
access to watch 

classes live. 

Click here: 
gics.craftalive.com.

au/classroom

Looking for something new to do with 
your kids? Try card making. 

This morning Teresa is Sharing a new 
stamp Hello Lady Bug and punch 
bundle. From the new Mini Cata-

logue. Crafting and creating together 
is so much fun. 

https://teresabrownstamping.stamp-
inup.net/

Use mutliple 
stamps to create 
a collage image 
then add colour 
with soft applica-
tions of Shimmer 
Dusts. Add Liquid 

Pearls & Stickles to 
give texture.

Simple to create, stunning in the effect 
it gives from using 10” squares. Make 
triangles from the squares of fabric, 
quilt each square. Learn how to join 

the blocks together without any sash-
ings showing on the front. The borders 

are made using triangles cut from 
the squares in a different way to the 
way the triangles were made for the 
blocks, each border is then quilted.

Explore the joy 
of creating small 

classic blocks 
from classic fab-
rics. The French 
General prints 

are the perfect 
choice as they 
are designed to 
mix and match.

During this 
intermediate 

class, you’ll cut, 
piece, and quilt a 
pattern that looks 
more complicat-
ed than it really is. 
It’s sure to be one 

of your all-time 
favorites to gift!

Classroom 2.00PM 2.30PM 3.00PM 3.30PM 4.00PM 4.30PM 5.00PM 5.30PM

GICS 
Classroom 

1

Class Nuno Felted Scarf
Rosebud - 
in delicate 

Watercolours

Intro to Indigo 
Dyeing - natural 
Japanese Indigo

Chenille cushions 
with Wildlife Art 

panels
Hello Lady Bug Bundle

Tutor
Mary Grant

Little MG
Cathy Heenan

Eclectic Images
Alison & Shuji

Wabi-Sabi

Angela Bradbury
Sew Bright Apline 

Quilting

Teresa Brown
Stampin’ Up!

Missed a class? 
Catch-up in the 

GICS-VIdeo Library.

Subscribe today: 
gics.craftalive.com.

au/classroom

Nuno felting is a 
wet felting tech-

nique where wool 
fibres are felted 
onto a silk back-

ground.
Create your own 
using the techin-

que shown.

Start this beau-
tiful card with 

some pretty die 
cut frames & the 
Rosebud image 

embossed in gold. 
Then mix Shimmer 

Dusts to create 
new shades of 

colour.

Learn how to 
make your own 

fabric for quilting 
or other sewing 
projects, or to 

dye other natural 
fibres.

In this class see 
how to combine 
Wildlife Art panels 
with co-ordinating 

fabrics and use 
the Clover Slash 
Cutter to create 
chenille textured 
cushion covers.

Today Teresa shares how to do mask-
ing. This is a great technique using 

a post note and the Hello Lady Bug 
Bundle from our new mini Catalogue.

T imes shown as AEDT (Sydney t ime) equivalent to +2hr Auckland = -8hr New York = -11hr London

Access to the classrooms is via the event website: gics.craftalive.com.au



Class Schedule - Saturday 29 January 2021

Classroom 10.00AM 10.30AM 11.00AM 11.30AM 12.00PM 12.30PM 1.00PM 1.30PM

GICS 
Classroom

1

Class Easter Cards
The Venetian 

Mask

Spotlight 
Technique

Part 1

Quilt As You Go Layer Cake Quilt
Episode 2

French General 
Project 3

Modes for Free 
Motion Quilting

Tutor
Teresa Brown
Stampin’ Up!

Cathy Heenan
Eclectic Images

Rochelle 
Laird-Smith

Stampin’ Up!

Pauline Rogers
Pauline’s Quilters World

Margaret Kirkby
Logan’s 

Patchwork

Karla Gerome
 The Grace 
Company

Claim your free 
access to watch 

classes live. 

Click here: 
gics.craftalive.com.

au/classroom

Let’s get ready with our Easter Cards. 
This morning Teresa is sharing a new 

stamp set Easter friends mixing it with 
some Free Sale-a-Bration Friendly Hello 

Designer series paper. This set can 
be used for so much more like baby, 

birthday, thinking of you cards.

An introduction to 
the Elegance. 

See the creative 
possibilities of the 
Eclectic Images 
Venetian Mask 
stamps, how to 
layer the ele-
ments, to add 

colour& embellish.

We’ll be creating 
some cards with 
variations on the 

spotlight 
technique to 
highlight your 
focal image.

Simple to create, stunning in the effect 
it gives from using 10” squares. Make 
triangles from the squares of fabric, 
quilt each square. Learn how to join 

the blocks together without any sash-
ings showing on the front. The borders 

are made using triangles cut from 
the squares in a different way to the 
way the triangles were made for the 
blocks, each border is then quilted.

Expand your 
techniques and 

work this delightful 
six-sided quilt – 

the perfect table 
topper. The equi-

lateral triangle 
makes it so simple 

to achieve.

Karla takes us 
through the differ-
ent modes on the 
Q’nique Quilting 
Machines and 

how they can be 
used for different 
kinds of patterns.

Classroom 2.00PM 2.30PM 3.00PM 3.30PM 4.00PM 4.30PM 5.00PM 5.30PM

GICS 
Classroom 

1

Class
Needle Felting 

Sculpture
Venetian Mask - 

with Gems & Swirls
Bento Box 

Table Runner
Hello Ladybug Blend using Blending Brushes

Tutor
Mary Grant

Little MG
Cathy Heenan

Eclectic Images
Alison & Shuji

Wabi-Sabi
Rochelle Laird-Smith

Stampin’ Up!
Teresa Brown
Stampin’ Up!

Missed a class? 
Catch-up in the 

GICS-VIdeo Library.

Subscribe today: 
gics.craftalive.com.

au/classroom

Step by step 
demo on how 

to needle felt a 
mini 3 D sculpture 
using wool tops. 

These can be 
used as orna-

ments, on a key 
ring or as an 

embellishment.

Working mostly 
with the face 

image learn how 
adding swirls & 
embellishments 

can build up the 
simple outline to 

a finished master-
piece.

This 
wonderful 
Margaret 

Rolfe-designed 
table runner uses 

the beautiful 
Bento Box quilt 

blocks for an easy 
and beautiful 

make.

Create some cute and fun cards with 
the Hello Ladybug Stamp Set and 

coordinating punch.

Kit.

Teresa shares how to blend using 
blending brushers. This is an amaz-

ing technique. Also using the Easter 
friends Stamp Set from the new mini 

Catalogue.

https://teresabrownstamping.stampin-
up.net/ Thankyou Card

T imes shown as AEDT (Sydney t ime) equivalent to +2hr Auckland = -8hr New York = -11hr London

Access to the classrooms is via the event website: gics.craftalive.com.au



Class Schedule - Sunday 30 January 2021

Classroom 10.00AM 10.30AM 11.00AM 11.30AM 12.00PM 12.30PM 1.00PM 1.30PM

GICS 
Classroom

1

Class Thankyou Card
Venetian Mask - 

Music

Spotlight 
Technique

Part 2

Quilt As You Go Layer Cake Quilt
Episode 3

All the Different Hopping Feet

Tutor
Teresa Brown
Stampin’ Up!

Cathy Heenan
Eclectic Images

Rochelle 
Laird-Smith

Stampin’ Up!

Pauline Rogers
Pauline’s Quilters World

Karla Gerome
 The Grace 
Company

Claim your free 
access to watch 

classes live. 

Click here: 
gics.craftalive.com.

au/classroom

This morning Teresa is sharing some 
water colouring. She’s made a thank 
you card but this could be used for 

valentines or Mother’s Day using 
the free Sale a-bration Friendly Hello 
Stamp set & designer series paper.

Create a beauti-
ful card using the 
Jester Headpiece 

& Music details 
stamps. Learn tips 
for masking areas 
to help with the 

layering.

We’ll be creating 
some cards with 
variations on the 

spotlight 
technique to 
highlight your 
focal image.

Simple to create, stunning in the effect 
it gives from using 10” squares. Make 
triangles from the squares of fabric, 
quilt each square. Learn how to join 

the blocks together without any sash-
ings showing on the front. The borders 

are made using triangles cut from 
the squares in a different way to the 
way the triangles were made for the 
blocks, each border is then quilted.

Karla demonstrates the different hop-
ping feet available at 

www.graceframe.com and 
www.knowhowsewing.com.au

See what you can do with the ruler 
foot, the spoon foot, the echo foot, 

the couching foot, and more!

Classroom 2.00PM 2.30PM 3.00PM 3.30PM 4.00PM 4.30PM 5.00PM 5.30PM

GICS 
Classroom 

1

Class
Using Pre-Felts to 
Create Floral Pics

Venetian Mask - 
Harlequin

Traditional Bags 
of Japan Made 

Modern
Fresh Florals 3D Daffodil Flower Card

Tutor
Mary Grant

Little MG
Cathy Heenan

Eclectic Images
Alison & Shuji

Wabi-Sabi
Rochelle Laird-Smith

Stampin’ Up!
Teresa Brown
Stampin’ Up!

Missed a class? 
Catch-up in the 

GICS-VIdeo Library.

Subscribe today: 
gics.craftalive.com.

au/classroom

Demo on using 
pre felts with 
a wet felting 

technique which 
hastens the 

felting process 
while allowing for 
individual creativ-
ity in the finished 

product.

This stamp set just 
calls for colour, 
sparkle & shine. 

Use masking 
to layer up the 

stamps then co-
lour with metallic 

paint & Pentel 
Brush markers.

Look at a range 
of original, vin-
tage and an-

tique bags from 
Japan - and how 

contemporary 
crafters

can recreate and 
adapt them.

We’ll be using some of our latest floral 
stamps to create some cards in a 
range of techniques and styles.

Kit

Today Teresa has a treat for you.
How to build up your Dies to make 3D 

Daffodil flower. 

This is new from the mini catalogue. 
Join in to see more creating with 

Teresa. 
https://teresabrownstamping.stamp-

inup.net/

T imes shown as AEDT (Sydney t ime) equivalent to +2hr Auckland = -8hr New York = -11hr London

Access to the classrooms is via the event website: gics.craftalive.com.au


